90 nissan stanza

The Nissan Violet is a model of car that appeared in Japan in , and was exclusive to Japanese
Nissan dealerships called Nissan Cherry Store as a larger companion to the Nissan Cherry. In
the second generation arrived. This was split into two additional lines, the Nissan Auster and
the Nissan Stanza. All three models bore the A10 series identifier, and were built in Japan at the
Hiratsuka and Yokosuka assembly plants. Final versions were Nissan Bluebirds series U12
rebadged for some international markets. In most export markets the car was originally sold as
the Datsun J or J depending on the engine; this name was then gradually changed to Nissan
Stanza in most markets in line with Nissan's phasing out of the Datsun brand in its export
markets in the early s; in Europe for instance it was sold as the "Datsun-Nissan Stanza" for a
short time until the Datsun name was dropped completely in Introducing the Violet allowed
Nissan to moderately increase the dimensions of the existing Datsun Bluebird. The sporty SSS
model has rear independent suspension, others have a leaf sprung rear. Aside from the
different name, the North American market received large separate bumpers rather than the
curved, fitted pieces used in other markets to comply with United States bumper legislation in
Early export market cars were fitted with tiny chrome cover plates to hide the holes left on top
of the front fenders by the Japanese market rear view mirrors. This vehicle was available for
sale around the same time as the first generation Toyota Carina. The original four-door
bodywork was quite swoopy, with a fastback line. It was one of the first Nissan products to
introduce " coke bottle styling ", an appearance that had debuted internationally during the s
and s. Its appearance was controversial, which led to a certain number of customer complaints
at the limited rear vision and dark rear cabin - especially for children. Taxi companies refused to
purchase any more Violets, and in a rather drastic facelift gradually introduced beginning in
February Nissan replaced the entire rear end including the roof panel and the doors with more
traditional, notchback bodywork. This provided more space and comfort for passengers, while
also minimizing blind spots. This version also received a new chassis code, , while the
smaller-engined part of the range gradually became replaced by the newly introduced,
carburetted version of the In the United States and Canada, the car was sold simply as the
"Datsun ". Gross horsepower ratings are and respectively. Externally, the bumper overriders
received a slight chrome molding in the middle. Mysteriously, while wagons usually have a
smaller gas tank of In Taiwan the Violet was introduced in under the name Yue Loong Violet and
replaced the successful Datsun Bluebird there for nine years. In , going on with the same
business strategy, the series Violet was introduced to the Mexican car market badged as the
new Datsun J , the replacement for the single-offered Bluebird lineup. The fastback-styled
4-door saloon design was marketed from to , being replaced in with the notchback-styled Violet
which intended to improve the fastback's bad rear visibility complained by some customers. All
Mexican Violets featured the 1. From a time in the Mexican popular slang, sometimes this car is
referred to as " bolillo ", the spanish word for a kind of craftly-cooked bun, due to its similar
rounded shape. For , the range was superseded by the correspondent next generation Aseries
Violet in the Nissan Mexico lineup. Several hundred J sedans entered New Zealand through the
Port of Timaru for the South Island market [10] and all were presold before they arrived. All were
keenly sought-after and hard to secure as they were better specified as standard tinted glass,
AM pushbutton radio, etc. Almost-new Js were often resold soon after first registration for
hundreds of dollars more than their retail prices, such was the model line's initial popularity.
The Japanese assembly quality of the J was better than the NZ-built Datsuns of the time which
were assembled by outside assembly contractors - Nissan themselves did not open its own
'temporary' plant in Mt Roskill, Auckland, until the mids and a dedicated, purpose-built factory
in Wiri in In South Africa, the "" facelift arrived in October and continued in production for a
while longer than in Japan. It was sold as the Datsun U or U, depending on engine fitment. A
batch of SSS models some of which were Bluebirds with special "Mexican" upholstery was also
built in The previous generation Violet grew more rational and somewhat larger when it was
replaced in May The third version Violet was sold at dealerships called Nissan Cherry Store
locations. In Australia , it was called the Datsun Stanza , and in Canada and the United States it
was the Datsun , a name which recalled the successes of the previous Datsun Originally it was
only sold with the 1. In October the car underwent a facelift, becoming the A11 in the process.
At the same time, the L16 engines were replaced by the cross-flow Z16 , to meet newer stricter
emissions rules. The more luxurious Stanza was never available with the 1. In November a 1.
The five-door liftback Stanza was marketed as the "Stanza Resort" in the Japanese domestic
market, and given the chassis model code T Transmissions offered were a four-speed manual in
all except for the hatchback models , a five-speed manual hatchback models only , and a
three-speed automatic. This generation was available for sale around the same time as the first
generation Toyota Celica Camry and the Honda Accord , which formed direct competitors in the
domestic marketplace. The Stanza was assembled in Australia from to , in four-door 1. While

popular with buyers, the Australian Stanza was heavily criticized by the motoring journalists of
the day particularly Wheels Magazine , who regarded the car as being "unadventurous",
particularly with regard to its styling and conventional drivetrain. They were released into the
market anyway with no promotion, and promptly sold out. A batch of three-door hatchbacks
were also imported when local assemblers could not keep up with demand. In the United
Kingdom, this generation was marketed as the Datsun Violet, and was sold in 1. No estate
models were offered. It was sold as the YLN , , and , depending on which facelift version. In later
years as the it was only available with hatchback bodywork and a 1. In Thailand it was marketed
as the Datsun Stanza with additional Nissan badges during the transition period by local
assembler Siam Motors. It was only available with SU-carburetted 1. The Aseries Violet was
commercialized in the Mexican car market from to early Introduced as a model, it superseded
the previous series as the second generation "Datsun J". At first, the Mexican A10 Violet range
only included the 4-door saloon and the Wagon, being as previously respectively marketed as
"Datsun Sedan" and "Datsun Guayin" badged Violet Van in Japan , continuing the former
promotion strategy of the Nissan Mexico lineup. For the first time here, the 2-door saloon
version was added to the range. From to , the Mexican-produced A10 units had pretty much the
same design of the Japanese-spec A10 Violets produced between the lapse. The front grille of
the 4-door and wagon featured the same doubled-circle headlight set i. For , the Mexican A10
cars sported the same facelift works made on the Japanese-produced Violets, going on a bit
with the North American-spec A10 units marketed in the USA as Datsun , hinting then the
well-gained reputation of the former series Bluebird model of the late 60s-early 70s. This slight
facelift focused majorly on the updated front grille, featuring a singled or doubled set of new
squared or rectangular-shaped headlights. From here, the commercialization of the Mexican
A10 lineup changed to Datsun J , referring the more powerful 1. It intended to be a sleek, sporty
while -by then- modern style saloon in the Nissan Mexico lineup. In , in a context of the Nissan's
brand global name unification, the Datsun brand name was phased out off the world's market, in
favor of the single Nissan brand name. In the United States and Canada the Violet was sold as
the Datsun , to cash in on the popularity of the earlier Bluebird. It was available as a two-door
sedan, a four-door sedan, a five-door hatchback, or a five-door wagon. It was powered by the 2.
The four-speed manual was standard in the A10 models while the FS5W63A five-speed manual
or 3N71B three-speed automatic were available as optional upgrades. South African-made
Violets were sold as the J or J depending on engine fitment between and It won the Safari Rally
in Kenya from to consecutively, all with Shekhar Mehta behind the wheel. A front-wheel drive
Stanza was introduced in â€” the first middle-class Datsun to be of that configuration, and the
first Japanese car in the category built to the principles which had been established in Europe
for this class since a few years back. In Europe, front-wheel drive and a liftback design were
becoming the norm in this segment, although more traditional Japanese buyers still preferred
the rear-wheel drive Bluebird. Nissan was previously building a smaller, front wheel drive car,
beginning with the Nissan Cherry , and then reconfigured the Violet to front wheel drive. After ,
Nissan tried to standardize the Stanza name in its export markets â€” in addition to phasing out
the Datsun marque in favour of Nissan. Japanese and some other export models were called
"Stanza FX", and were offered with 1. Some markets such as Belgium, where it came fitted with
the full SGL equipment also received a 1. This meant that Nissan was in the position of offering
traditional rear-wheel drive saloons and estates alongside similar-sized front-wheel drive cars
including hatchbacks, as this market sector was in a period of transition in the early s.
Nissan-Datsun New Zealand occasionally imported later generation Violets and other models for
evaluation, or imported a small production run if additional import licences became available
there was a trading scheme enabling importers to trade unused annual license allocations with
each other. One highly specified, five-door, third generation, front-drive model with automatic
transmission - and then-rare air conditioning - was imported for an international distributors'
conference held in NZ in and was later used by a company executive's wife before being resold
through the company's own dealer network. A number of Stanzas also arrived as used imports
from Japan in the late s. In Indonesia , the T11 Stanza 1. The facelifted Japanese models have
an upright nose, similar to that of the Bluebird U11 series. The Stanza was available in Japan at
Nissan Satio Store locations, while its badge engineered companion was sold as the Japanese :
Violet Liberta five-door hatchback from , then replaced by the smaller Pulsar based Japanese :
Liberta Villa three-door hatchback. The Auster was a higher specification and sportier version of
the Stanza for the Japanese domestic market, with the emphasis towards a younger
demographic. The Auster was exclusive to Nissan Prince Store locations, as a lower cost
alternative to the Skyline , but was slightly larger than the Nissan Langley. The Stanza T11
series was the only time in the US market that a Nissan was rated more-reliable than the Toyota
Camry, between and , according to Consumer Reports magazine. In early years, Toyota had

major problems with the Camry's mufflers. Since , Nissan have again fallen behind to Toyota
and Honda in reliability. The Stanza nameplate was discontinued in Europe after the model year,
and rebadged as a "Bluebird. Both were available as a sedan and in a hatchback variant. The
vehicles later got an aggressive redesign with angled headlights and more sporty rearlamps.
These versions were the first indigenously developed Taiwanese cars and were even exported
in small numbers. Nissan renewed the Auster and Stanza lines in T12 series , introducing
squared-off styling. Japan and the US received this model. The car was unusually heavy for its
class, due to sharing a platform with the contemporary Maxima and as a result of its small
engine, underpowered. The estate was the only "real" Bluebird in this range, imported from
Japan. The Stanza line was not seen in most other export markets after the model year. The
growth of the Sunny and Pulsar models from below meant there was little room for it. The T12
was introduced in Europe in as a replacement for the U11 Bluebird. The saloon versions four
door were available first and the hatchback five door became available in January Using the U11
platform, Bluebird Estates were still sourced from Japan. Although it was not the first Japanese
car to be built in Britain the Honda -based Triumph Acclaim predated it by five years , the
Bluebird was instrumental in proving that a British factory could produce vehicles to the same
quality standards as those built in Japan. The Bluebird proved so popular that in December
Nissan announced the institution of a third shift, in order to bump production from 29, to circa
40, cars annually. In Italy it was the only Nissan available in , alongside the Spanish-made Patrol
off-roader. The later T72 models replaced the T12 during , followed by a facelift around a year
later. This is a point to note, as it is a common mistake to class all pre-facelift models as T12s.
The facelift models had a more modern and European look, with round front and rear bumpers
and the corporate slatted grill. These were eventually built entirely in England. In , Nissan
replaced the Bluebird with the Primera series. In the late s and early 90s, Nissan Bluebirds were
very commonly seen as taxis, their drivers racking up phenomenal mileage on just routine
servicing and there is one still in daily use as a taxi in Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Canary Islands,
Spain October The bodyshell's resistance to corrosion has become legendary - it is not
uncommon to see Bluebirds as old as or vintage still on British roads with virtually no trace of
rust at all. However, the Bluebirds' reliability and all-around robustness has ultimately led to its
demise â€” as a banger racers' car of choice. The diesel models used the normally aspirated
LD20 engine. Performance was average for its class, the 1. This engine used a small
turbocharger producing 0. In the model year the American version of the Stanza was replaced
by a basic version of the Nissan Bluebird U12 , wearing Stanza badges. In Japan, the Stanza and
Auster ranges were effectively replaced by the Nissan Primera for the model year. The JDM
Bluebird has the rear license plate higher between the tail lights, whereas the Stanza's is
mounted on the bumper. The sporty SE model was added for The 4th Gen Stanza used the 2.
The KA engine was not used on Japanese-spec Bluebirds. The Stanza was discontinued after
the model year and replaced by the American-built Altima , also Bluebird-based. The last
American Stanza rolled off the assembly line on 27 March , though its name would live on in the
first generation Altima, technically known as the "Nissan Stanza Altima". From Wikipedia, the
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Sports SPL Sports SRL Truck I inherited this car from my Grandfather and he used it mainly in
town with some highway use on I so milage average is low. I had to replace all the leaking fuel
injectors in but that is only major repair failure. Other normal maintenance issues like CV Joints,
etc. Gas milage is less than my same Mazda which is a 5 speed. This car is a bit tight in
headroom for me but a great 2nd commute car for my wife. Stanza design hurt its longevity but
it is comparable to other Japanese cars for reliability outside of fuel injectors. My wife has had
this car for about 12 years. I have been driving it for the last 4 and have had no major problems.
Am just know putting front brakes on it since my wife had owned it. Had replaced the raditor
because of a slow leak, replaced the cv joints once 1 year ago. That is it. This car is roomy, has
good exceleration and good on gas. Maintence has been negligible. Love this car and I'm still
driving it. I have had but one real problem and that was the fuel pump. I found one in a wrecking
yard for I have changed the spark plugs and the brakes need done and possible cv joint will be
needing replaced soon, but what do you expect after , miles. It has been the best little car I have
ever bought. The problems have been minimal and parts have pretty reasonable prices.
Although it is a 4 cylinder, it performs very well and gets average gas milage. It has a sporty feel
and easily passes any Accord or Camry of its age. Passenger room is nice up front, yet tight in
the rear. The Stanza offers everything it rivals do, only more power and a smaller price. It rides
good, it is a comfortable ride and has been over all a great car with very little maintenance.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Stanza. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Items per page:. Write a review See all Stanzas for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Stanza.
Sign Up. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Nissan Stanza. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Check out Nissan lease specials Check out Nissan Stanza lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. An all-new Stanza
debuts in The new Stanza has the same engine as the sporty SX but continues with a tired
suspension and uninteresting styling. Better luck next time. Read more. Write a review See all 7
reviews. I inherited this car from my Grandfather and he used it mainly in town with some
highway use on I so milage average is low. I had to replace all the leaking fuel injectors in but
that is only major repair failure. Other normal maintenance issues like CV Joints, etc. Gas
milage is less than my same Mazda which is a 5 speed. This car is a bit tight in headroom for me
but a great 2nd commute car for my wife. Stanza design hurt its longevity but it is comparable to
other Japanese cars for reliability outside of fuel injectors. Read less. My wife has had this car
for about 12 years. I have been driving it for the last 4 and have had no major problems. Am just
know putting front brakes on it since my wife had owned it. Had replaced the raditor because of
a slow leak, replaced the cv joints once 1 year ago. That is it. This car is roomy, has good
exceleration and good on gas. Maintence
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has been negligible. Love this car and I'm still driving it. I have had but one real problem and
that was the fuel pump. I found one in a wrecking yard for I have changed the spark plugs and
the brakes need done and possible cv joint will be needing replaced soon, but what do you
expect after , miles. It has been the best little car I have ever bought. The problems have been
minimal and parts have pretty reasonable prices. Although it is a 4 cylinder, it performs very
well and gets average gas milage. It has a sporty feel and easily passes any Accord or Camry of
its age. Passenger room is nice up front, yet tight in the rear. The Stanza offers everything it
rivals do, only more power and a smaller price. See all 7 reviews of the Used Nissan Stanza.
Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not
Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed
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